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It was  March 632 the plain of Arafat out side Mecca

was coverd as far as the eye could see with a

constantly moving mass of human beings, some on

foot, some sitting on the backs of their camels, the sky

was clear, the sun was shining and the day would have

been warm and pleasant but for the pall of dust which

hungover the jostling, tramping and fidgeting crowd. All

round the plain where this vast mass of humanity was

gathered the bare arid rock strew 

- 
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 Asfar as eye could see 



 Constantly moving mass of human beings 

The day would have been 
 warm and pleasant 







A man rode forward on a camel and a sudden hush

fellupon the vast   multitude. He was of middle height,

with a thick beared in which appeared already a few

streaks of grey. The hair around his temples was also

begining to run white, His eyes were slightly bloodshot,

Perhaps from the glare  of the Arabian sun. His mouth

was rather larger then the average but when he smiled

his face assumed an attractive air of benevolence.









The hair around 
 his temples was also begining to run white 


When he smiled his  face 

 assumed an attractive  air of benevolence.
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The immense crowd broke out into loud shouts. You

have ful filled it o, essenger of god. The camel rider

spread out his hands, elbows bent Palms  up ward.

Then rising his eyes to Heaven he called out three

times O god youare witness, O god you are witness - O

tness- There was a giant negro began to Got you are  

wichant the call  to prayer




 











The peninsula of Arabia is surrounded on three sides

by water, the  Red sea on the west. The Persian gulf on

the east, and the Arabian sea on the south. It consists

of a range of mountains extending down the whole

eastern side of the Red sea, and two thirds of the way

up the southern coast from Aden in the direction

of  Muscat. The Hijaz mountains are extended north

wards up through modern Jordan, Syria and Lebanon

at the eastern end of  Mediterranean rain  can reach.

Arabia from either of two directions  . Firstly from the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean, from November

to March, when moist winds which blow northwards

from the  Indian ocean on to the southern coasts of

Arabia. Unfortunately  however the mountains of Syria,

Lebenon, Jordan and Palestine  which face the

Mediterranean, arrest the great majority of the rain

coming from that direction while the mountains of

south Arabia  stop the rain laden monsoons which blow

in from the Indian ocean.       
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1) Glub John Bagot                                                                               

" The Life and Times of Muhammed"                  

Via internet at www. Amazon.com        
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